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Documents about this work

Documents about the work No child left behind act of 2001 (2001) / États-Unis
See the 6 documents about this work

Pages in data.bnf.fr

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

No child left behind act of 2001 in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb15937501f

Sources

LC Authorities (sous : United States) : forme retenue (2009-02-11) (This site has been archived by the BnF since the 21/11/2012)
Moving every child ahead: from NCLB hype to meaningful educational opportunity / Michael A. Rebell, Jessica R. Wolff, 2008

Variants of the title

Act to close the achievement gap with accountability, flexibility, and choice, so that no child is left behind (anglais)

Public law 107-110 (anglais)

NCLB